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Multilayer organic electroluminescent devices derive their advantages over their single-layer counterparts
from the processes occurring at heterojunctions in organic media. These processes significantly differ from
those in the bulk of the material. This paper presents three-dimensional modeling, numerical simulations, and
a discussion of transport and recombination in a system with a heterojunction. We consider partial cross
sections for the creation of excitons and exciplexes, and probabilities for recombination in the respective
channels. We examine the influence of the energy barrier, electric field, site-energy disorder, and structural
disorder at an organic-organic interface on transport and recombination. In particular, we investigate optimal
parameter domains for recombination in the exciton channel. The interface roughness, unlike the site-energy
disorder, is found to strongly affect the partial cross sections.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The past decades have been marked by significant ad-
vances in the construction of new light sources and screens.
Recently, organic light emitting diodes OLED came under
the spotlight;1 they are characterized by the relatively simple
construction and variety of organic compounds available for
their assembly. As is the case with their inorganic cousins,
light in OLEDs is obtained through recombination of in-
jected electrons and holes. Unlike in classical semiconduc-
tors, in organic molecular media the charge carriers move by
phonon-assisted hops among well-localized molecular states,
thus suffering from much lower mobility.2–9 Another differ-
ence is that the exciton state forms essentially on a single
molecule.10 It subsequently deexcites by emitting a photon or
molecular vibrations. In the simplest terms, efficient light
production requires a successful preparation of excitons on
molecules of the luminescent material.
The prerequisites for an efficient device differ in the two
prominent types of OLEDs: single-layer devices and bilayer
devices. In the single-layer OLEDs, recombination takes
place throughout the device. The rate of recombination is
given, to a good approximation by the well-known Langevin
bimolecular formula,11–13
R  jnLp + jpLn = Lnp . 1
Here, R denotes the recombination rate density, n and p are
particle densities of electrons and holes, and jn and jp are the
respective current densities. L=qe /0rF is the cross sec-
tion for an electron reaching a hole while drifting under the
influence of the homogeneous external field F and Coulomb
potential of the hole. The recombination constant L in Eq.
1 thus depends on the relative mobility, n+p, of
electrons and holes in the medium, L=qe /0r.
High efficiency in single-layered devices requires a well-
matched overlap of the electron and hole densities through-
out the device, implying well-matched injection characteris-
tics at the cathode and anode.12 This requirement is relaxed
in the bilayer OLEDs, as well as in their multilayer generali-
zations, where modified recombination circumstances are
able to compensate for unbalanced electrodes. In bilayer
OLEDs, two materials of different highest occupied molecu-
lar orbital HOMO and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
LUMO levels are brought into contact. This introduces an
energy barrier at the heterojunction that impedes transport
and favors recombination. The usual picture has been that the
energy barrier causes a large accumulation of holes and elec-
trons at opposite sides of the heterojunction.14 The recombi-
nation rate, calculated through Eq. 1, profits from the in-
creased density of carriers. Thus, the accumulation of
carriers has long been regarded as the prime reason for a
large increase of the recombination rate in bilayers.
Recently, Greenham and Bobbert have pointed out that
this picture is essentially incorrect.15 The motion of carriers
near the heterojunction differs significantly from the motion
in the bulk. In particular, the mobilities entering the expres-
sion for L are ill-defined near the sharp border separating
two materials. Greenham and Bobbert pointed to a correlated
behavior of electrons and holes at the heterojunction. They
focused on the attraction of a single electron and a single
hole, showing that their motion within the heterojunction
plane greatly increases the probability of recombination,
thereby also drastically reducing the density of carriers re-
quired at the heterojunction to sustain the current imposed by
the electrodes. The most important implications on device
modeling were demonstrated in a simplified model of a bi-
layer device.15 We also comment on these implications to-
ward the end of this paper.
In terms of Eq. 1, it is the cross section for the recom-
bination process that greatly increases when an energy bar-
rier is imposed. As is detailed later on, the augmentation of
the cross section is a consequence of the anisotropy intro-
duced in the heterojunction: a charge carrier moves much
more easily along the heterojunction plane than through it.
The beneficial influence of anisotropy on the recombination
has been considered, to some extent, in the existing litera-
ture. For example, Gartstein et al.13 studied a homogeneous
system bulk in which mobility was anisotropic in space.
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They showed that the anisotropy may increase the recombi-
nation cross section, although the effect can be reduced by
disorder. It should be noted, however, that the problem
treated by Gartstein et al. differs from the heterojunction
problem, both in terms of physical origin of the anisotropy
property of a single material vs the effect of two materials in
contact and mathematically anisotropy homogeneous vs lo-
calized in space. Nevertheless, it is possible and convenient
to extend both the language and the method of Gartstein et
al. to the heterojunction problem. In particular, it is conve-
nient to use the recombination cross section as a measure of
success of the heterojunction in emphasizing recombination
over bare transport. Furthermore, one may introduce partial
cross sections to account for various recombination channels.
We take this approach in the paper to calculate the recombi-
nation cross sections in the system with a heterojunction and
study their dependence on several parameters characterizing
the system.
Our treatment of the heterojunction goes beyond that of
Greenham and Bobbert in several ways. First, we consider a
full three-dimensional problem of carrier motion both far
from and near the heterojunction. Second, the hopping pro-
cesses parallel and perpendicular to the barrier are taken on
an equal footing for arbitrary barrier height. This makes it
possible for us to consider the dependence over a range of
barrier heights, from very low barriers, where we reproduce
the bulk recombination, up to very high barriers that cannot
be passed without direct assistance of a carrier of the oppo-
site sign. Third, the possibility of crossing the heterojunction
without subsequent recombination is naturally accounted for
in our approach. Fourth, we consider creation and recombi-
nation of the excitons and the exciplexes separately, a dis-
tinction that is essential for an appropriate description of the
organic-organic interface and the spectrum of the emerging
light. Finally, we explicitly consider the spatial variation of
the effective barrier caused by the Coulomb interaction be-
tween the electron and the hole. The reduction of the barrier
at short distances from the hole affects the crossing as well
as the formation probability and the nature of the bound
state.
In this paper, we replace the Monte Carlo approach of
Gartstein et al. with a master equation approach without al-
tering the problem mathematically.16 The master equation
approach also directly provides the average particle flow far
from and near the recombination center, which is quite useful
for a visualization of the physics involved.
II. MODEL AND METHOD
Before we turn to the exposition of the model, the reader
should be reminded of extensive literature that explores the
nature of electronic transport in organic disordered materials
through theoretical models.17 Early works by Bässler and
co-workers18,19 concentrated on the Miller-Abrahams hop-
ping among localized impurity states. Later papers showed
that the proper description is one of a small polaron hopping
in the antiadiabatic regime,3–9,20 where the carrier is trapped
at each site molecule or conjugated segment in polymers by
coupling to the local deformation. The hopping between the
sites is a multiphonon process. Numerous works have
pointed to the essential role of disorder in explaining the
temperature and electric field dependence of the
mobility.21–24 In realistic conditions, the disorder of local en-
ergy levels energetic disorder is more significant than the
positional or the orientational disorder of organic units.7,18,25
Moreover, the spatial correlation of disorder is regarded as
essential for reproducing the proper field dependence of
mobility.21–23 The correlation in energy levels is induced by
structural correlations and by the long-range Coulomb inter-
actions between the carrier and the random molecular
environment.22,23,26,27
The important role of the local molecular environment on
the charge transport in the bulk gives a perspective on the
importance of the heterojunction, at which the local environ-
ment is significantly altered in comparison to the interior of
the material. In principle, all types of disorder energetic,
structural, stacking, etc. and their effects have to be reexam-
ined at the heterojunction. Many of them are not considered
separately here in order to keep the paper reasonably fo-
cused. For example, we do not consider the influence of the
anisotropy of the mobility in materials, which may be pro-
nounced in polymers. Likewise, positional, orientational, and
stacking disorders are not explicitly examined, although their
effects may show in particular devices.28,29 On the other
hand, we do examine the effects of energetic disorder,
though not to the extent previously done for the transport
through homopolar heterojunctions.30,31 The influence of the
roughness of the organic-organic interface is also examined.
It is important to emphasize that the most significant re-
sults of our paper are independent of many details of the
model. In essence, we show that the recombination cross
section is orders of magnitude bigger than is usually assumed
in device models; the effective barrier at the heterojunction
for exciton creation is much lower than commonly consid-
ered; and conditions for the crossovers between regimes of
no recombination/exciton-channel recombination/exciplex-
channel recombination are roughly determined by Coulomb
interaction between carriers located at nearby molecules.
These results rely on very few assumptions in the underlying
physics: the transport occurs through hopping between local
states; the hopping is effectively short range and the hopping
law obeys the microbalance requirement. The results are not
essentially influenced either by the choice of a hopping law
employed in the model or by the energetic disorder in mate-
rials. Indeed, it has been shown before that the difference in
hopping laws, which greatly influences the mobility in or-
dered systems, becomes secondary when energy barriers
dominate the transport,23 especially near the hetero-
junction.30
We now proceed with the exposition of the model. The
molecular medium is represented as a cubic grid of NxN
N sites see Fig. 1a. Each site represents a molecule
with spatially localized electronic states. The sites are sepa-
rated by a distance a, which corresponds to the size of a
molecule. The same approach has been widely used for the
modeling of hopping transport in energetically disordered
manifolds such as in materials used in OLEDs, both by
Monte Carlo and by master equations.2,16,23,30,32,33 Since we
are dealing with fairly large organic molecules, much larger
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than the attenuation distance of the electron’s wave function
of a single molecule, only the nearest neighbor hopping is
kept in the model. The hopping rules that are usually imple-
mented in the studies of hopping transport in an organic me-
dium are the symmetric hopping law, the Miller-Abrahams
formula,34 and the symmetric polaronic formula.20,23,30 In
several tests that we ran, the choice of law produced only
minor quantitative and no qualitative differences in the re-
sults. This is to be expected from the argument presented in
Ref. 30, where analytic and numerical solutions for a ho-
mopolar heterojunction are compared for three hopping laws.
Here, we opt for the symmetric version of the hopping for-
mula, where the probability for the hop from site i to site j is
given by22
Pij = 0eEi−Ej/2T. 2
Here, 0 stands for the bare hopping frequency, T is the
temperature, while Ei and Ej denote site energies.
The mobilities of electrons and holes usually differ by
orders of magnitude in materials used for OLEDs. It is rea-
sonable to treat one type of carrier as immobile target,
while the carrier of the other type is approaching. This ap-
proximation was adopted both by Gartstein et al. for the
recombination in bulk and by Greenham and Bobbert for the
two-dimensional 2D treatment of heterojunction. In rare
cases where the mobilities may be comparable, one can gen-
eralize the model by considering the relative motion of the
electron and the hole. For the heterojunction problem, the
relative motion that should be considered is that parallel to
the heterojunction plane, because the energy barriers that
electrons and holes experience at the heterojunction LUMO
energy difference for electrons and HOMO difference for
holes are usually quite different. Therefore, the motion per-
pendicular to the heterojunction is blocked for at least one
type of carrier. In the present paper, we choose the hole as
the immobile target, being stuck on its side of the
heterojunction,35 as shown in Fig. 1.
We assume that the electrons are homogeneously injected
at the left-hand side of the box in Fig. 1b.36 They move
under the influence of the externally applied homogeneous
electric field and the electric field of holes in the device.
Those electrons that do not recombine leave the box on its
right-hand side. The hole is positioned at the central site of
the grid, immediately after the heterojunction. At the sides of
the box that are perpendicular to the heterojunction plane, we
impose periodic boundary conditions. Thus, an electron
pouring out through one side of the box pours in through the
opposite side. Such conditions also imply periodicity of tar-
gets holes, which form a square lattice in the heterojunction
plane.37 The size of the box in the direction parallel to the
heterojunction determines the planar concentration of the
holes at the heterojunction p=1 / Na2. We emphasize that
we do not intend to dwell on all of the intricacies of a full
device model, which would include discussing injection at
the electrodes and the space charge effects in the bulk. In-
stead, we focus solely on the physics of the organic-organic
interface.
There are two special sites in the grid shown in Fig. 1b.
One, denoted by T in material B right after the heterojunc-
tion, is occupied by the immobile hole. The other site, de-
noted by P, is the site in material A nearest to T. Electrons
that arrive at the T or P site can form exciton or exciplex
states, respectively exciTon or exciPlex, hence the nota-
tion, and can recombine from that state.38 The fraction of
electrons that recombine defines the recombination probabil-
ity Prec. We calculate the total cross section tot from Prec
=totp. The quantity 1−totp is the fraction of the electrons
that exit the device without recombining. The ratio of the
electrons that recombine in the exciton or the exciplex chan-
nel defines the respective partial cross sections: T and P
T+P=tot. For small values of the recombination prob-
ability Prec1, tot, T, and P, thus defined, agree with the
usual notion of a cross section. We extend this definition to
larger values of the recombination probability Prec1,
where the magnitude of these cross sections is influenced by
finite size effects. Notably, the value of the total cross section
tot cannot exceed Na2. These “size effects” are physical;
they represent the influence of other holes on the heterojunc-
tion, which compete for the same electron. So it is this ex-
tension of the cross section that is relevant at finite densities.
The calculation of the cross section by Gartstein et al.
relied on the Monte Carlo method. An objective of the Monte
Carlo approach is to extract a proper sample of trajectories of
an electron injected into the system.13 This approach is ra-
ther straightforward but may become computationally
demanding.16,39 An alternative approach is to consider an en-
semble of electrons exploring all possible paths through the
system. This second approach leads to a master equation,
where all possible paths are simultaneously accounted for.40
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FIG. 1. Schematics of the system used in simulation. a Shows
the heterojunction plane, separating materials A and B. The rectan-
gular box dashed represents the portion of the system considered
in the simulation. Electrons enter at the left-hand side of the box
and exit, if not recombined, on its-right hand side. Periodic bound-
ary conditions are imposed in the directions parallel to the hetero-
junction plane. There is one hole per box, positioned at the T site,
right after the heterojunction in medium B. The hole, assumed to be
immobile, attracts the incoming electron and provides an opportu-
nity for recombination. b Shows a magnified view of the neigh-
borhood of the T site in the plane perpendicular to the heterojunc-
tion. P denotes the site in material A involved in the formation of
the exciplex state.
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Within the master equation approach, one solves for the
probabilities ni of an electron visiting site i. These probabili-
ties, also termed “densities,” determine the average hopping
current Jij from site i to site j through
Jij = niPij − njPji. 3
The average currents Jij flowing from some site i are related
through the local continuity equation

j
Jij = 0. 4
This equation holds for every site where electrons come and
leave exclusively through hopping. Exceptions occur at sites
T and P, where we also allow for recombination. There, the
recombination process contributes an additional term and the
equations become

j
JTj − nTT = 0, 5

j
JPj − nPP = 0, 6
for the T and P sites, respectively. Here, T and P represent
the decay rates inverse of recombination lifetimes of the
exciton and exciplex states. It is generally considered that
TP, since the recombination of an exciplex involves the
off-site hop of an electron. Once close to the hole, at the
same or at the neighboring molecule, the probability for the
electron to detach and leave is considered to be low, except
at extremely high electric fields. Indeed, our calculations
show that the total cross section tot is independent of T for
a wide range of values. In the following calculations, we use
T=5000, which forces rapid recombination once an elec-
tron reaches T site. Also, if not stated otherwise, we use
T /P=2500. As we will show later, our results manifest no
qualitative change when P is varied over several orders of
magnitude.
Equations 4–6 and 3 form a set of N2Nx linear equa-
tions for ni’s. In our calculations, this amounts to over 2
105 equations. Due to the short-range nature of the hop-
ping process, these can be efficiently solved using modern
sparse matrix techniques.41–43
The site energy Ei that enters Eq. 2 depends on the
LUMO energy ELUMO,i of the molecule at site i as well as on
the externally applied electric field F and the shift Ui in the
carrier’s energy due to other carriers in the system:
Ei = ELUMO,i − qeFxi + Ui. 7
Here, qe is the elementary charge and xi is the coordinate of
site i in the direction perpendicular to the heterojunction.
Field F is assumed to be oriented in the opposite direction.
The mean value of ELUMO,i in materials A and B are denoted
as ELUMO
A and ELUMO
B
, respectively. The difference
	0 = ELUMO
B
− ELUMO
A 8
represents the energy barrier that electrons experience at the
heterojunction. Apart from this jump at the heterojunction,
LUMO energies are taken either as constant within a given
material or experiencing some site-energy disorder,
ELUMO,i = ELUMO + 
i. 9
We assume 
i to be a “dipolar” correlated disorder, as in-
troduced by Parris and co-workers22,23 and supported by mo-
bility studies. The strength of disorder is denoted by D
= 
i2	1/2. The spatial correlation of 
i is given22 with

i
 j	1 /rij for rija.
The main contribution to the energy shift Ui comes from
the hole at site T, within the same box as the electron under
consideration. At a distance riT far from the T site, riTa;
this contribution is just the Coulomb energy Ui
−qe2 /
40rriT. At shorter distances, the finite extension of mo-
lecular orbitals and the quantum effects influence Ui, which
then loses the simple 1 /riT dependence. In particular, at the T
site, UT is finite and is given by the exciton binding energy
for a molecule of material B, UT=−Ebind
T
. Similarly, at the P
site occupied by a molecule of material A, it is given by the
exciplex binding energy44 UP=−Ebind
P
. We encompass and
simplify all of the cases by using
ur = −
1
40r
qe
2
r2 + a2 10
to describe the contribution to Ui of a single hole at distance
r from the i site. This embodies the behavior at large dis-
tances and the regularization of the 1 /r divergence close to
the hole. This may seem to be a coarse simplification, but it
turns out that there are a few properties of Ui at small dis-
tances that qualitatively matter, the most important being the
difference of the binding energies of the exciton and exci-
plex, ua−u0=Ebind
T
−Ebind
P
. To incorporate the influence of
other nearby holes at the heterojunction, Coulomb potentials
of the holes in the surrounding eight boxes see Fig. 1 are
also added to Ui. Contributions from further holes are ne-
glected and are approximately canceled by contributions of
electrons in their respective boxes.
For the relative dielectric constant of the medium, we
choose r=3, which is appropriate for materials used in
OLEDs. If not stated otherwise, the grid used in the calcula-
tion contains 603 sites. The lattice constant of a=6 Å is used,
which is comparable to the size of organic molecules used in
OLEDs. The thickness of Nxa=60a is of the order of those
used in real devices. N=60 corresponds to the surface den-
sity of holes p=7.71610−10 cm−2. The effect of the hole
density at the heterojunction on the recombination will be
studied by varying N.
III. RESULTS
A. Space distribution of carriers and currents
The most direct way to perceive the qualitative features of
our results is by visualizing the flow of the electrons for
typical values of parameters. Figures 2–4 illustrate the flow
for several typical cases. The flow lines are constructed as
trajectories by treating the quantity Jij /ni as a local “fluid”
velocity and by interpolating the flow between sites. There-
fore, these lines do not represent the actual movement of the
carriers, which is stochastic, but, rather, the average flow. In
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these figures, the recombination cross section can be roughly
estimated from the fraction of the lines starting at the left-
hand side and ending at either the T or the P site. Numeri-
cally, the cross section is calculated either from the differ-
ence of the inflow and outflow of electrons or directly from
n terms in Eqs. 5 and 6.
As can be seen in the figures, the flow before the hetero-
junction is almost unperturbed by the Coulomb field of the
hole, except in proximity to the heterojunction. Deviation
starts a few monolayers prior to the heterojunction, where a
substantial fraction of the incoming current diverts “radially”
toward the hole, affected by its electric field. The fraction of
current that is radially diverted depends on the height of the
energy barrier cf. Figs. 2 and 3. In the case of a high bar-
rier, most of the electrons finish recombining at either the P
or T site. The flow of carriers in this case seems to justify the
2D approximation of Greenham and Bobbert. As the barrier
is lowered, a substantial fraction of carriers crosses the het-
erojunction early enough to “leak out” from the device un-
recombined. The height of the barrier that they cross is po-
sition dependent
	r = 	0 − qeFa − ur − ur2 + a2 , 11
with r denoting the distance from the center of the hetero-
junction plane in Fig. 1. The last term, representing the in-
teraction of the electron and hole, is particularly significant
for sites in the neighborhood of the P site. For intermediate
to low values of 	0, this term opens a “gate” in the barrier in
the vicinity of the P site. The gate represents the part of the
heterojunction where no barrier exists for electrons, 	r
0. Keeping in mind the physical meaning of ua and u0,
the requirement for opening of the gate may be expressed
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FIG. 2. Average flow of electrons for a low energy barrier 	0
=0.04 eV. The T and P sites are marked by a square and circle,
respectively. Flow lines are only lightly perturbed by the attraction
originating from the hole, and by the heterojunction, except in prox-
imity of the hole. The value for the recombination cross section is
close to the one obtained in the bulk. The electric field of
0.4 MV /cm is directed along the x axis.
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FIG. 3. Flow lines for a somewhat higher barrier of 	0
=0.20 eV. Virtually all flow lines end at site P. However, as in
the case of weak barrier Fig. 2, they only slightly deviate from
straight lines until almost reaching the heterojunction. F
=0.4 MV /cm.
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FIG. 4. Flow lines in an energetically disordered system D
=0.03 eV. The barrier is 	0=0.21 eV and the field is F
=0.8 MV /cm. The general features of the flow are essentially the
same as in the case without disorder Fig. 3. Note that the x ,z
plane shown in the figure is not the plane of exact symmetry any-
more, since disorder forces the flow out of and into the plane. For
simplicity, the y component of the current has been neglected in
preparing the 2D graphs shown here, resulting in an approximate
illustration of the flow.
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through exciton and exciplex binding energies, 	0−qeFa
	0c, where
	0c  Ebind
T
− Ebind
P
. 12
For the parametrization used in the simulation, 	0c corre-
sponds to 0.23 eV. The existence of the gate essentially
marks the instability of the exciplex toward the creation of
the exciton. For larger values of 	0−qeFa, the gate closes,
leading to a stable exciplex state and raising the fraction of
the recombination in the exciplex channel.
Unlike those before the heterojunction, the flow lines be-
yond the heterojunction remain unaltered by the barrier.
Therefore, the electrons that cross the heterojunction at dis-
tances bigger than L /2 are likely to escape
recombination.45 At those distances, the heterojunction cur-
rent Jx consists mostly of electrons that leak out at the anode.
This may be difficult to observe in Figs. 2 and 3 as the
fraction of carriers that take those paths is small.
Figure 4 shows the flow in the presence of site-energy
disorder. The flow lines are disturbed by disorder to some
extent, but the picture remains qualitatively unaltered with
respect to the one without disorder. The effects of disorder
are addressed in more detail in later sections.
We focus first on the case without disorder. This case is
illustrated in Figs. 5–7. The data refer to the preheterojunc-
tion monolayer  of Fig. 1b. The density nr and compo-
nents of the current density are shown for several values of
the energy barrier 	0, normalized to Jinj—the current density
of electrons injected at the cathode. The variation of nr, as
can be seen in Fig. 5, is small except in the proximity of the
P site. The low variation of the density in the preheterojunc-
tion monolayer  coincides with a rather homogeneous “leak
current” Jx through the heterojunction, as seen in Fig. 6. A
small variation of the density also indicates that the radial
current before the heterojunction consists mostly of the drift
component.
These observations can be readily related through the con-
tinuity equation. Assuming homogeneous inflow Jinj to the
heterojunction, homogeneous current Jx through the hetero-
junction, and radial symmetry in the heterojunction plane,
the radial component Jradr of the current density must sat-
isfy the continuity equation
d
dr
2raJradr = 2rJinj − Jx . 13
Upon integrating this equation from r to the distance rc
where Jrad vanishes, one obtains
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FIG. 5. Logarithm of electron density in the preheterojunction
monolayer , plotted as a function of the distance r from the P site.
Graphs for various values of the energy barrier 	0 are normalized to
the density Jinj of the current injected at the cathode. Except in
proximity of the center site P, the observed variation of nr is
small. In the proximity of site P, the density is lower than elsewhere
for low barriers, and significantly bigger than elsewhere for very
high barriers, reflecting the increasing stability of the exciplex state.
F=0.8 MV /cm.
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FIG. 6. Logarithm of the density of the current through the
heterojunction as a function of the distance from the center. The
contribution from the exciplex recombination is also included at r
=0. As the barrier rises, the portion of current that flows from P to
T increases, mostly in the form of an exciplex recombination. The
field strength is F=0.8 MV /cm.
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deviation from the Na /22−r2 /2 line in the inset is due to the
leak current through the barrier. The latter clearly decreases as the
barrier is raised, and practically vanishes for barriers above 0.6 eV.
The field strength is F=0.8 MV /cm.
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rJradr
Jinj
=
1
2
Jinj − Jx
Jinj
rc
2
− r2 . 14
The distance rc marks the midpoint between two holes, rc
Na /2. Equation 14 implies that rJradr /Jinj is linear in
r2, with inclination that deviates from 1 /2 as the magnitude
of Jx increases. The relation fits our data rather well, as seen
in Fig. 7. This is in spite of the violation of radial symmetry
toward the edges of the rectangular box in Fig. 1.
B. Dependence of the cross section on the barrier height 0
The height 	0 of the barrier at the heterojunction is di-
rectly related to the choice of materials used for the device.
The device efficiency and the shape of emitted spectrum
were found to depend on 	0.46 This has been mainly ascribed
to the interplay of excitons and exciplexes. This issue re-
ceived very limited theoretical attention in models developed
to simulate OLEDs. This was due to the difficulty of ac-
counting for the strong correlation of electrons and holes at
the heterojunction within the effective one-dimensional de-
vice models. The results of our simulations that address a
wide range of 	0 are shown in Fig. 8. The figure shows the
total and the partial cross sections for recombination in the
exciton and exciplex channels as functions of the barrier
height 	0 for three values of the applied electric field. The
total cross section tot starts, at low barriers, from a value
close to L. This limit will be discussed in more detail in
Sec. III D. As 	0 increases, the total cross section tot rapidly
grows. We identify this growth as a rise of the recombination
in the exciton channel, since tot
T for small values of 	0.
Dominance of the exciton channel is due to the instability of
the exciplex state toward exciton formation when 	00.
As 	0 is further increased, the exciplex stabilizes with
	00, and the recombination in the exciplex channel
strongly takes over the one in the exciton channel. For large
values of 	0, the total recombination cross section saturates
at the value of Na2, determined by target density p. At that
point, all incoming carriers recombine. Experimentally, the
crossover from exciton-dominated to exciplex-dominated re-
combination is not necessarily related to a strong change in
shape of the spectrum of emitted light, since exciplexes gen-
erally poorly contribute to the light emission.46,47 A strong
impact of the crossover is expected, and observed, in the
efficiency of an electroluminescent device. In fact, the whole
dependence of T on device parameters is expected to be
directly reflected in efficiency. The appearance of a maxi-
mum in T in Fig. 8 is a particularly important consequence
of this crossover.46 For applied electric fields around
1 MV /cm, the maxima in T appear for 	0 in the range
between 0.2 and 0.4 eV. At weaker fields, the optimal value
of 	0 decreases and the maximal value of T increases.
C. Effect of the exciplex decay rate P
In Fig. 9, we compare the cross sections for different val-
ues of the exciplex decay rate P. The dependence on the
barrier height 	0 is shown for P values ranging over 2 or-
ders of magnitude. The shapes of the curves totp, Tp, and
Pp remain qualitatively the same throughout this range.
Furthermore, the total cross section tot is insensitive to
changes in P. This is to be expected; all electrons reaching
the proximity of the hole recombine in one way or another,
as the probability for escape is rather low. Hence, a change
of P only affects the ratio T /P. A weaker P produces a
stronger maximum in the exciton cross section T, and the
corresponding peak becomes much wider in 	0.
The observed behavior can be well described by a simple
formula. We start from an assumption, suggested by the
shape of flow lines in the system with a barrier, that the
electrons recombining on the T site mostly arrive there
through the P site. Thus, the probability nP of the P site
being occupied determines both the probability for decay in
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the exciplex channel and the flow to the T site that results in
the creation of an exciton. nP cancels out when the ratio of
two processes is considered, giving
P
T
=
P
0
exp	02T  . 15
This equation suggests that the ratio P /T is linear in P.
Numerical simulations confirm this in a wide range of 	0 and
P /0 values, as shown in Fig. 10. Thus, the assumption is
validated; a large majority of electrons that reach the hole
use the P site to cross the heterojunction. In other words, the
occurrence of the exciton state is strongly correlated with the
assistance of one type of carrier to another in crossing the
heterojunction.
D. Dependence of the cross section on the strength of the
applied electric field
Of all the parameters, the field strength is the one most
easily adjustable in reality, simply by varying the applied
voltage. Thus, the cross section’s field dependence can be
thought of as a good indicator of the actual voltage charac-
teristic of a device. Caution should be exercised, however, as
the local field at a heterojunction need not scale linearly with
the device voltage. Furthermore, we calculate the cross sec-
tions at a constant density of holes. In reality, this density
changes with voltage, affected by the injection characteristics
of the anode and the cathode. We shall not deal with such
complications here, as they are out of the scope of the
present paper.
By setting 	0=0, we can simulate the recombination in
the bulk, thereby essentially repeating the approach and re-
covering the results of the former Monte Carlo simulations13
Fig. 11. In particular, we reproduce the sublinear depen-
dence of the cross section on inverse electric field. As dis-
cussed in Ref. 13, this deviation from the linear dependence
found for L is caused by the field-dependent mobility that
follows from the hopping law appropriate for an organic mo-
lecular medium.
The situation changes when the heterojunction is present,
as shown in Fig. 12. For low fields and high barriers, the
recombination probability saturates at unity. At high fields,
the effective barrier 	0−qeFa is lowered, and the total cross
section drops, thus approaching the behavior found in the
bulk.
For high enough barriers 	0	0c, the dependence of
the exciton cross section T on electric field develops a
maximum. On the low-field side of the maximum, the exci-
ton cross section is dominated by the lowering of the effec-
tive barrier with rising electric field. This increases the re-
combination in the exciton channel at the expense of the
recombination in the exciplex channel, as described by Eq.
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FIG. 10. Exciplex-to-exciton recombination ratio P /T as a
function of exciplex decay rate P log-log plot. Dashed lines,
which are the best fits to data, all have an inclination of 1. The
offsets that these lines make on the vertical axis equal 	 /2T to
within 10% deviation. The field strength is F=1.2 MV /cm.
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15. At high fields, the decrease of T follows the fall of the
total cross section. Figure 12 shows this maximum shifting
to higher fields and decreasing in intensity as the barrier
rises.
Figure 13 summarizes the behavior of the maximum as a
function of the barrier. Both the maximal value of T and the
optimal electric field Fopt appear linear in 	0.
One may be inclined to compare the existence of the
maxima in the exciton channel in Fig. 12 to the occurrence
of maxima in experimental measurements of quantum effi-
ciency versus bias voltage in multilayer OLEDs.47–50 This
comparison is complicated by the fact that, experimentally,
voltage simultaneously affects the electric field and the den-
sity of carriers at the heterojunction. The latter is related to
the properties of electrodes, which we presently do not con-
sider. However, the dependence on the density of holes at the
heterojunction is considered separately in the next section.
E. Effect of the surface density of targets
The density of the holes at the heterojunction can be af-
fected by the strength of the applied electric field. The choice
of materials used in OLED affects the injection characteris-
tics of the electrodes, likewise shifting the balance of carriers
at the heterojunction. In our simulation, the variation of the
planar density p of holes at the heterojunction is accom-
plished by varying the size N of the box in the direction
perpendicular to the applied electric field p=1 / Na2. Fig-
ure 14 shows the recombination probabilities as functions of
	0 for three values of p: 1 / 20a2, 1 / 40a2, and 1 / 60a2.
For a=0.6 nm, these densities are respectively 69.44
10−10, 17.3610−10, and 7.71610−10 cm−2. The maxi-
mum in the exciton channel grows and shifts to lower barri-
ers as the density of holes increases. Although it is expected
for the recombination probability to increase as the concen-
tration of holes rises, the observed gain appears minor: the
maximal efficiency changes only by some 25% when the
density of holes is altered by approximately 1 order of mag-
nitude. Exactly the opposite behavior is found in Fig. 14 for
the recombination probability in the 	0→0 limit, which
scales linearly with the concentration of holes. The constant
of proportionality is given by the “sub-Langevin” value of
tot, previously discussed in relation to Fig. 11. It may be
reasoned that a rather weak dependence of the maximal
value of the exciton cross section on the concentration of
holes is a consequence of the sharp rise of total cross section
with increasing barrier. Since the maximum of the recombi-
nation probability in the exciton channel always occurs in the
regime in which the total probability for recombination is
already close to unity, little room is left for an additional
variation with the concentration of holes.
Another related feature, also visible in Fig. 14, is that the
lines corresponding to the recombination probability in the
exciplex channel show no variation with the concentration of
holes. This follows from the fact that, for the examined range
of concentrations p, the exciplex cross section also becomes
noticeable only in the regime in which the total recombina-
tion probability saturates, ptot1. In that regime, pP
= ptot / 1−T /P
1 / 1−T /P. This is independent of
the concentration p of holes, as can be seen from Eq. 15.
The dependence of the recombination probability in the ex-
ciplex channel on the density of holes is expected to be more
pronounced in the limit of a very low density of holes.
F. Influence of the disorder
We separately investigated two forms in which disorder
can manifest: the site-energy disorder and the roughness of
the heterojunction surface. The site-energy disorder is imple-
mented through a spatially correlated random potential 
i,
calculated from randomly oriented dipoles, attached to mo-
lecular sites, as in Ref. 22. A rough heterojunction was
implemented by randomly varying the x coordinate of the
boundary between materials A and B by one or more molecu-
lar layers, thus creating “bumps” and “pits” on the hetero-
junction surface. For each type and strength of disorder, we
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consider several realizations of the disordered system. Typi-
cally, six random configurations are used to produce average
values and estimate scattering not shown in the following
figures. The scattering tends to be small for the total cross
section, but quite pronounced for the partial cross sections.
This is expected, since the choice between recombination in
the exciton and exciplex channels is made once the electron
arrives at the P site, and thus depends on the local value of
the barrier. On the other hand, the total cross section T
+P is determined by the probability of the electron reaching
the P site in the first place, and thus reflects the average
barrier the electron experiences on its path along the hetero-
junction surface.
In Fig. 15, we present a comparison of the cross sections
for site-energy disorders with an energy variance D of 0.03
and 0.06 eV, as well as for the ordered case. The introduc-
tion of dipolar site-energy disorder lowers the total cross
section, stretching the curve to higher values of 	0. The
maximum in the exciton channel is reduced in value and also
shifted to higher barriers. The overall decrease in cross sec-
tion is related to the reduced mobility in the preheterojunc-
tion plane caused by disorder. This implies a longer time for
carriers to reach the target, consequently amplifying the
probability to leak through the barrier.15 The latter probabil-
ity is further magnified by “cracks” in the energy barrier,
statistically introduced by site-energy disorder,32 where the
barrier is lowered and hopping rates through the heterojunc-
tion wall are strongly increased.
In the case of structural disorder, the surface of the het-
erojunction contains bumps and pits. These can be viewed as
another form of site-energy disorder on a two-dimensional
surface, as the applied field creates an energy difference,
qeF
xi, between monolayers. We assume that the hole has
settled in one of the protruding bumps, which is energetically
most favorable in the presence of an external electric field.
An immediate consequence is the increased number of sites
involved in the formation of an exciplex, as illustrated in Fig.
16.
In Fig. 17, we present the results for rough interfaces
extending over one and two molecular layers. For one layer
and for an applied field of 0.8 MV /cm, the variation of the
term qeFxi at the heterojunction is about 0.02 eV. For a
rough heterojunction extending over two molecular layers,
this variation doubles to 0.04 eV. These values are compa-
rable to the site-energy disorder considered previously. Nev-
ertheless, the reduction in the total cross section is substan-
tially bigger for the rough heterojunction surface in Fig. 17
than for the corresponding site-energy disorder in Fig. 15.
The partial cross section in the exciton channel is particularly
reduced. We conclude that the roughness of the heterojunc-
tion surface has a much stronger impact on the formation of
excitons and the electroluminescence than the site-energy
disorder within the organic media does. This result is an
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FIG. 15. Dependence of the recombination probabilities on bar-
rier height in systems with a spatially correlated site-energy disor-
der for different disorder strengths D. A reduction in the total cross
section as well as a reduction in the maxima in the exciton channel
are noticeable. The field strength is F=0.8 MV /cm.
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FIG. 16. Close-up view of the neighborhood of the target, per-
pendicular to the heterojunction. Squares and circles mark the sites
where the exciton and exciplex recombination takes place, respec-
tively. a Shows a smooth heterojunction surface, with only one
exciplex recombination site present notably, the P site. b Shows
two out of many possible configurations for a rough, two-
monolayer-wide, heterojunction surface, where more than one site
is available for the exciplex formation and recombination.
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FIG. 17. Dependence of recombination probabilities on the en-
ergy barrier for structurally disordered rough heterojunctions.
“Smooth” means a smooth heterojunction surface, while “1 layer”
and “2 layer” stand for a rough, bumpy surface, with bumps extend-
ing to one or two monolayers. The total cross section is reduced
more than for comparable values of site-energy disorder see Fig.
15. The rough surface also allows for more sites to be involved in
the formation of exciplexes, leading to higher cross sections in the
exciplex channel and significantly reduced cross section for exci-
tons. The field strength is F=0.8 MV /cm.
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example of how the details of molecular arrangement at the
heterojunction may affect the spectra in OLEDs. Another
such example is the effect of stacking disorder at the hetero-
junction on excitons, recently investigated in some poly-
meric bilayers.28,29,51
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed three-dimensional simulations of re-
combination at the heterojunction under the applied field,
recreating conditions found in OLED devices. As the energy
barrier at the heterojunction rises, the motion of the electrons
and holes across the heterojunction surface becomes increas-
ingly important. The crossing of the heterojunction by one
carrier type is then dominated by sites where the carriers of
opposite sign can assist. This amplifies the probability of
recombination, first in the exciton and then, as the barrier
further rises, in the exciplex channel. We found a simple
relation between the cross sections in the exciplex and exci-
ton channels, which applies for a wide range of device pa-
rameters. It portrays well the maxima we found for the re-
combination in the exciton channel, regarded either as a
function of barrier height or applied electric field. Since ex-
citons usually have a larger light yield, such maxima repre-
sent OLEDs with optimal efficiency. We have also investi-
gated the influence of the site-energy disorder and the
roughness of the organic-organic interface. We found that
roughness has a much stronger impact than site-energy dis-
order, especially on the relative probability for the creation
of excitons or exciplexes.
This paper presents numerical simulations concentrating
on the heterojunction problem. The next step is to incorpo-
rate our findings into a full model for a multilayer device in
which the injection, the transport of both types of carriers,
the space charge effects, and the recombination in the bulk
appear on equal footing with the heterojunction physics.
Greenham and Bobbert already discussed one important
consequence of different modelings of the heterojunction,
namely, the overcharging of the heterojunction, by compar-
ing the outputs of two numerical models for a simple bilayer
device.15 Further corrections to the device model, proposed
in this paper, relate to the renormalization of the recombina-
tion cross section and the renormalization of barriers in the
exciton and exciplex channels. The inclusion of these is ex-
pected to further enhance the modeling of multilayer devices,
which has, nonetheless, been fairly successful in reproducing
many experimental features in OLEDs.52–56 In view of the
present paper, the success of prior models partly stems from
the fact that the current-voltage characteristic in multilayers
with a blocking heterojunction depends dominantly on the
injection at electrodes.57 Second, the simulations have been
compared against experiments mostly for devices for which
the energy barrier either for the electrons or for the holes is
rather low.52–55,57 Even so, the comparisons showed a neces-
sity for a significant barrier renormalization. This was espe-
cially apparent in the simulations of the charging transients,
since the transients directly reveal the charge accumulation at
the heterojunction.54 The need for the barrier renormalization
was less evident in the simulations of the steady state, where
its absence was roughly compensated by the large underesti-
mate of the cross section. This compensation worked rather
well for devices with high recombination efficiency. At the
same time, the spurious accumulation of both types of carri-
ers, confined to the heterojunction region, did not influence
the electric field distribution elsewhere in the device.57,58
Meanwhile, the exciplex recombination due to accumulated
charges could not manifest, as it was ad hoc turned off in the
models.
The proper renormalization of the recombination cross
section and the proper calculation of the barrier height rel-
evant for exciplex and exciton creation eliminate these prob-
lems, thus creating the opportunity for modeling devices
with high heterojunction barriers. However, the efficient de-
vice models should not rely on three-dimensional
simulations.59 Instead, good approximate formulas account-
ing for the effects found in our three-dimensional simulation
should be developed and used in an effective one-
dimensional device model. This work is in progress.
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